We compare measured hadron production in the quark fragmentation region with a simple quark cascade model. The comparisons test both the consistency of the data and the ability of a few simple assumptions to predict production probabilities for many different particle types.
where: The data for the subtracted distributions are shown in Fig. 2 . 6
These data are precise enough to allow a three parameter fit to f(z) of the form:
We can find al by noting that: Di+(z + 1) = al Cd = .2al, To evaluate al, we use the muon scattering data of Fig. 8 Fig. 7 ), or represents a serious deficiency in our ideas of universal _ quark fragmentation remains to be determined.
Finally, in Fig. 9 we present the distribution for the production of PO mesons.14 Although errors are large, p" production is roughly as large as expected.
Since the p" is heavier than a kaon, the deficiency of kaons in Fig. 7 The data on charged pions indicate a more rapid decrease with z in this reaction than predicted (and than in the lepto-production reactions),
while the data for all hadrons show rough agreement with the prediction.
This inconsistency between the two sets of data has yet to be resolved. Figure 14 shows the predictions for charged and neutral kaons. 15, 17, 18 Again these data do not agree with the expectations from lepto-production .--data, but now do show reasonable agreement with the predicted curves.
Particle production probabilities in this reaction do seem to be roughly consistent with the simple rules used. Note that, whereas the "flavor" dependence of the coupling for lepto-production yields large differences in production of n + and IT-, in the present reaction only the difference between charged and neutral kaons indicates that the final states "remember" the initial quark mixture produced.
The differences at large -z arise from the fact that u and u quarks yield mostly charged kaons.
The data, unfortunately, are not precise enough to show a difference between charged and neutral kaon production. 
